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A Global Traveling Wave on Venus
Michael D. Smith, Peter J. Gierasch, Paul J. Schincler
The dominant large-scale pattern in the clouds of Venus has been described as a "Y" or
"W' and tentatively identified by earlier workers as a Kelvin wave. A detailed calculation
of linear wave modes in the Venus atmosphere verifies this identification. Cloud feedback
by infrared heating fluctuations is a plausible excitation mechanism. Modulation of the
large-scale pattern by the wave is a possible explanation for the Y. Momentum transfer by
the wave could contribute to sustaining the general circulation.
The general circulation on Venus is dom-
inated by spin of the atmosphere. The
direction of the spin is the same as that of
the planet but about 50 times faster at
cloud-top level, approximately 70 km
above the surface. The atmosphere is com-
posed primarily of COz, and the pressures at
the surface and at the cloud tops are -90
bars and 50 mbar, respectively (1). The
planet rotates with a period of 243 days,
and the cloud tops with a period of 4 or 5
days. The detailed rotational structure
shows jets at mid-latitudes (2) and vertical
shear (3) that correlates with the vertical
temperature gradient, but to a first approx-
imation the rotation increases linearly with
height and each shell of atmosphere is in
rigid body rotation. This puzzling configura-
tion is not understood, because countergra-
dient momentum fluxes (Reynold's stresses)
within the fluid are required to maintain
the flow against dissipative processes.
The Venus clouds are featureless in vis-
ible light but show contrast in the ultravi-
olet (Fig. 1). The large-scale pattern has
been described as a traveling • or Y (turned
sideways). It rotates with a period of 4 or 5
days and is global in scale (4), with a strong
component at a zonal wave number of
unity. The wave sometimes moves more
rapidly than the equatorial wind speed and
sometimes more slowly, but the speed dif-
ference is less than 20%. The true wind
speed is indicated by the motion of small-
scale blotches and wisps in the clouds (5).
The visibility of the Y varies, and some-
times, although rarely, it is not apparent at
all. Exhaustive analysis of Pioneer Venus
orbiter images has revealed that the wave
also manifests itself in perturbations of the
zonal wind speed, with an amplitude of
several meters per second and with a par-
ticular phasing relative to the albedo pat-
tern (6).
Time-lapse images from the Galileo
spacecraft (7) reveal that the wind oscilla-
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ff--is apparent in the clJud-top ultraviolet
tion was particularly strong at the time of
the flyby (February 1990), with an ampli-
tude of about 10 m s-n (8). Figure 1displays
additional zonal (west-east) velocities that
we have measured in order to examine the
dependence of the amplitude on latitude.
We have found that meridionai (south-
north) wave velocities are too small (less
than 3 m s-l) to extract from the data with
present techniques.
Infrared monitoring from Earth at the
flyby time revealed that the deep cloud
varied spatially in optical thickness by as
much as 25%, and that the variation con-
tains a strong component with wave num-
ber equal to one (9). The velocity of the
large-scale cloud disturbance is greater than
that of small-opacity patches in the deep
cloud, and we suggest that the high velocity
is associated with the same global wave that
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Belton et al. (5) speculated that the
large-scale wave on Venus is analogous to a
Kelvin mode, which is an internal gravity'
wave modified by Coriolis effects. ThLs
mode is confined to low latitudes and has
zonal velocity perturbations but no meridi-
onal velocities. DelGenio and Rossow (6)
confirmed a velocity field consistent with
Kelvin waves in an extensive study of Pio-
neer Venus images. Covey and Schubert
(lO) calculated the structure of global-scale
Kelvin waves on Venus but did not account
for the excitation of the wave or the coher-
ence of the Y with time. We report here
calculations of the detailed structure of
planetary waves on Venus. We find that
there is a Kelvin-like mode, although global
in scale, whose propagation speed agrees
with the observations. Moreover, we find
that radiative heating variations, caused by
the influence of the wave on the cloud
deck, can lead to a feedback that amplifies
the wave and that a modulation of the
large-scale cloud pattern by the wave can
account for the Y feature.
Our mathematical model is similar to
that used by Covey and Schubert (10). The
equations of motion are linearized about a
basic state in which the zonal velocity is
proportional to the cosine of the latitude at
each height; that is, each atmospheric shell
Rg. 1. (A) Rectangular
projection of a set of Gali-
leo images taken as the
cloud system rotated un-
der the spacecraft. (B)
Wind measurements from
the Galileo data (8). The
data are shown as a time
series for three different lat-
itude bins: The triangles in-
clude measurements taken
between 0° and 15 ° north,
the diamonds between 15 °
and 3(7 north, and the
squares between 30 ° and
45 ° north. A cyclical varia-
tion with an amplitude of
-10 m s -_ and a period of
-4 days is observed in all
bins.
rotates as a rigid body. The velocity profile
in height, and the temperature and stability
profiles, are accurate reproductions of actu-
al measurements (11). The vertical force
balance is assumed to be hydrostatic, be-
cause large-scale waves are being examined.
Radiative damping varies with height in a
realistic way (12). Vertical diffusion of both
heat and momentum are included. The
diffusion coefficients are small except near
the top of the model atmosphere, at 25
pressure scale heights, or at an altitude of
-145 km, where they are artificially made
large to absorb upward energy propagation.
This is done to simulate dissipative pro-
cesses that are known to act in the upper
atmosphere. The bottom boundary condi-
tion is a rigid surface. A broad, smooth
external thermal forcing over the altitude
range 20 km < z < 50 km is used. Solutions
are harmonic in time and are represented
spatially as a series of spherical harmonics
whose coefficients vary in height. These are
evaluated at grid points. Because of the
vertical wind shear in the basic state, the
variables do not separate in their latitude
and height dependence. Typically, 500 grid
points used in the vertical and spherical
harmonics up to Y,,,lt are retained.
Free modes of the system would be char-
acterized by three numbers: (i) the longitu-
dinal wave number m, (ii) a latitudinal
count of nodes n, and (iii) a vertical index
that measures the complexity of the mode
in the radial direction. Each of these modes
would have a characteristic frequency. Be-
cause the system always contains a certain
amount of dissipation, our mathematical
model does not have 'free" modes. Howev-
er, if we impose a forcing over a range of
frequencies and exami,.'ae the response of
the system, we find makima at a certain set
of frequencies, analogous to those of the
free modes that an idealized closed system
would exhibit. The complete family of
modes shows horizontally propagating
acoustic modes at high frequencies and
gravity waves at low frequencies. Of partic-
ular interest are those modes that have
longitudinal velocities close to that of the
mean wind at cloud-top level because these
are candidates for explaining the observed
traveling mode. These tum out to be the
lowest gravity modes, those with a small
number of nodes in the vertical and in the
horizontal.
Primarily because of the dissipation at
the top of the system, none of these modes
is highly tuned. The wave energy divided
by the energy loss per period, or Q, is
relatively small, on the order of five. Be-
cause the period is about 4 days, these
modes will decay with a characteristic time
of about 20 days. Thus, a process of excita-
tion must be identified. Cloud feedback is a
possibility. Measurements by Pioneer Ve-
nus probes show that the densest part of the
Venus clouds is at an altitude of -50 km,
near their base (13). We hypothesize that
vertical motions associated with the large-
scale wave lead to evaporation (for down-
ward motion, which produces compression-
al heating) or condensation (upward). In
the optically thick regime (14), the infrared
heat flux is inversely proportional to the
cloud number density. Thus evaporation of
particles will increase the upward radiative
flux at the cloud base, leading to an in-
creased heating just above the cloud base
and to cooling just below it. Solar heating is
of secondary importance at these depths,
because the solar flux is attenuated by a
factor of about 5 from its cloud-top value
(15).
The cloud feedback can be parameter-
ized if we add to the mathematical model a
heating of the form (16)
T _z
Q' = f3f(z) -- -- (l)
tR H
where f(z) is a profile function whose max-
imum is unity and whose shape and width
are chosen to simulate the cloud effect, T is
the temperature, tR is the radiative-time
constant for temperature perturbations with
a length scale of a scale height (12), 8z is
the vertical displacement associated with
the wave, and H is the scale height of the
atmosphere at cloud level; 13 sets the am-
plitude of the effect and is a parameter to be
varied. This formulation is used to study
cloud feedback heating caused by vertical
motions. Other possibilities, such as cloud
feedback heating caused by temperature
perturbations, are not considered here. We
have experimented with a detailed radiative
transfer model to determine the effect of
removing the bottom 2 km of the cloud
deck. Guided by these results, we have
chosen a smooth [(z) with maximum mod-
ulus equal to unity, f(z) > 0 for 45 km < z
<49km, f(z) <0for49km<z<53km,
and f(z) = 0 elsewhere. For t3 = 1, a
vertical displacement of one scale height
produces a heating rate equal to the local
temperature divided by the local radiative
time constant. This means that a displace-
ment of one scale height changes the radi-
Fig. 2. Structure of the
most unstable wave mode,
with 13 adjusted to give
zero growth rate. This
structure is independent of
the artificial external ther-
mal forcing used to excite
the system and is very
nearly independent of 13.
For the neutral mode there
is a resonance, and the
free response has been
isolated by subtracting two
forced solutions in the im-
mediate neighborhood of
the resonance frequency.
This has the effect of re-
taining only that part of the
solution whose amplitude
peaks near the resonance.
This free response is then
independent of the form of
the external thermal forc-
ing used, but the scaling is
arbitrary. The solid line
shows zonal velocities and
the dashed line shows me-
ridionat velocities. In (A)
the zonal velocity is taken
at the equator, and the me-
ridional velocity is taken at
30* north. The amplitude of
the meridional velocity
component has been mul-
tiplied by ten. The phases
are shown relative to the
longitude at which the zon-
al or meridional oscillation
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is completely real and positive (eastward or southward, respectively). In (B) both profiles are taken
at a pressure scale height of 6.5 (63 km). Above -55 kin, the zonal velocity profile shows
propagation upward; below 55 km, the wave is standing. The 180 ° changes in phase near 15 and
50 km are nodes.
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ativefluxbyitsownorderofmagnitude.If
-thecloudfeedback effect occurs in a layer of
thickness less than a scale height, as indi-
cated by our f(z), then values of 13 greater
than unity are physically possible.
Form = 1 and 13 = 1.217, a moderately
large but still physically reasonable value for
the instability parameter, there is a neutral-
ly stable mode whose phase speed is -102
m s- i. The effect of 13on the growth rate of
the wave is roughly linear. Values of 13
larger than 1.217 will produce instability.
The most unstable mode has two nodes
in the vertical and no nodes in the horizon-
tal (see Fig. 2). The phase speed of - 102 m
s-_ is consistent with the wave observed in
the Galileo images, although there is prob-
ably about a 20% uncertainty in the Galileo
wave estimate because an observation peri-
od of only 7 days was used. The wave
amplitude in zonal velocity is about five
times the wave amplitude in meridional
velocity at the cloud-top level, consistent
with the Galileo wind measurements. The
calculated zonal velocity amplitude is larg-
est at the equator and has a full width at
half maximum of about 70 ° (35"S to 35"N).
Dynamically this wave is in the Kelvin class
(17), as anticipated by DelGenio and
Rossow (6), but global in scale. It propa-
gates in the direction of the atmospheric
rotation, the restoring force is gravity, and
rotation acts to confine the amplitude in
latitude.
The vertical structure of the wave shows
strong attenuation above an altitude of -60
km, suggesting that the visibility of the
wave may depend on exactly where the
cloud tops are located at a particular in-
stant. There is evidence that the location of
the Venus cloud tops is variable (18). The
maximum amplitude of the zonal velocity
fluctuation associated with the wave is near
55 km. We would anticipate that wind
variations should be detectable in ground-
based near-infrared images of Venus. A
typical zonal velocity fluctuation observed
at cloud top in the violet is 5 m s- l (6), and
the fluctuation at cloud base should be
several times larger. Current near-infrared
measurements (9) show large scatter in
zonal velocity and can neither confirm nor
rule out the presence of a wave with an
amplitude of 25 m s -l.
A spectrum showing the rates of energy
inputs and outputs for the case with 13 =
1.217 (neutral stability) is shown in Fig. 3.
For the most unstable mode (-102 m s-l)
Fig. 3. (A) Spectrum of m = 1 wave energetics.
The solid line shows the external thermal heat: _ 2xlOe
ing rate, the dashed line the cloud heating rate, ili 104
the dash-dot line the rate of thermal diffusion, |
and the dotted line the rate of cooling by _ 0radiation. The cloud heating is only important in
the region near the most unstable mode. At that _ -104
the heating rate lrom the external _'frequency
source is zero, indicating a neutral mode, and ,.R.2x104
cloud heating is balanced primarily by thermal 2.-=
diffusion. For this value of 13, all other wave 2.(
modes show decay in time. (B) The response of _
the system as a tunction of frequency. The solid t 1.=line shows the response with 13set to give zero
growth rate to the mode at -102 m s -_. The _ 1.0dashed line shows the response when 13 -- 0.
The [[3= 0 spectrum has been offset downward 0.5
by 0.25 unit. Shown without the offset, the two
curves would be indistinguishable except near
the frequency of the neutrally stable mode.
Fig. 4. Simulated cloud pattern. /
Circular bubbles are released at
random longitudes near the equa-
tor and are then advected under 50
the influence of the mean flow
with an added wave. The mean
flow is as measured from Galileo ,_
images (8) and includes pole-
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the heating caused by cloud feedback ls the
largest source of energy input, while ther-
mal diffusion and radiative damping act as
energy sinks. Other sinks of energy, includ-
ing friction and momentum coupling to the
mean flow, are smaller.
For higher values of m, instabilities also
exist. The critical value of t3 for the onset of
instability is nearly independent of m for m
< 10 and becomes large for m > 10. Thus
we expect smaller scale modes to exist in
addition to the m = 1 mode. The vertical
structure of modes for m > 1 is confined to
deeper levels and is probably not visible at
70 km where the violet features are formed.
At cloud base the higher modes may have
significant amplitude, and indeed small-
scale structure is observed in the near-
infrared (9).
An important property of a wave is the
degree and sense of correlation between
zonal, meridional, and vertical motions.
We calculated the correlations and associ-
ated momentum fluxes of zonal angular
momentum through surfaces of constant
latitude and height for the most unstable
mode. The lower atmosphere and cloud-top
levels are accelerated at the expense of the
forcing level, and the equator is accelerated
at the expense of mid-latitudes. This is the
correct sense of angular momentum trans-
port needed to contribute to the mainte-
nance of the cloud-top superrotation. The
absolute correlation of the wave velocities
is large, indicating that the direction of
momentum transport is not sensitive to
details in the vertical and horizontal struc-
ture of the wave.
In an earlier paper we postulated that
the mid-latitude streaky pattern of clouds
seen on Venus is attributable to the forma-
tion of clouds near the equator and the
subsequent poleward advection and shear-
ing of the clouds by the winds (19). Ex-
panding on that idea, we performed a nu-
merical experiment in which we released
clouds at random locations near the equator
and let the measured Galileo Venus mean
wind (8) and a superimposed wave advect
them forward. Figure 4 shows the results of
this experiment based on the most unstable
mode found above and typical values for the
zonal and meridionai wave amplitudes and
phasing (20). We see a modulation of the
cloud shapes and orientations of the cloud
streaks at mid-latitudes caused by the wave,
which are similar to those seen in the
observations (Fig. 1). This suggests that the
or Y feature is caused by the wave
modulating the advective patterns of the
clouds.
The oscillation of wind velocities seems
to be sporadic in nature. In the Galileo data
set the wave was very pronounced (8), but
at times during the Pioneer Venus mission
no wave was detected (6). Our calculation
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shows that the wave amplitude of the most
unstable mode varies strongly with height.
It is possible that variation in the level of
the observed cloud top contributes to the
irregularity of the observed wind oscilla-
tions. A variation in the zonal wind profile
or in the trapping properties of the atmo-
sphere could also cause the wave to appear
sometimes but not at other times. Our
analysis of Pioneer Venus observations
shows that velocity oscillations may appear
for a few days, disappear, and then reappear
with a phasing unrelated to the previously
observed oscillation. This sort of behavior
is consistent with the low Q associated with
the waves in our computation.
Energy sources other than cloud feed-
back are possible. Instability of horizontal
shear is an obvious candidate excluded by
assumption from the modeling reported
here. The key point is that a low-order
global wave mode that appears to have the
correct kinematic properties has been iden-
tified. In the absence of a forcing mecha-
nism, it is estimated to decay with about a
20-day time scale. Cloud feedback seems to
have the right magnitude to provide the
forcing and also seems to pick out the
correct phase velocity for the most unstable
mode, but we have not excluded other
possibilities for excitation.
44, 2628 (1987), We expenmented wTth the sen-
sitivity of wave modes to alterations in the baste
state The lowest modes, which turn out to De the
ones of principal interest, are not highly sensitive
to variations of the basic state that are consistent
with observational variability or uncertainty
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Tile nature of global-scale waves that can exist in the atmosphere of Venus is exanfined.
A linear three-dimensional model atmosphere with spherical geometry is uscd to study
large-scalc forced and free waves. Solutions are obtained numerically with grid points
in the vertical and a spherical harmollic expaalsion in the horizontal. Observations have
shown a global-scale traveling wave with phase speed near the cloud top wind velocity.
Global-scale wavemodes are found to exist in the model at this velocity. When a radiative-
dynamic cloud feedback is addcd to the model, the most unstable wavemode is found to
have the same phase speed as the observed wave. The horizontal structure of tiffs wave
is consistcnt with the observed horizontal stxalcture of the "Y" feature seen in ultraviolet
images of tile Vcnus cloud top.
1. INTRODUCTION:
At the time of thc Galileo spacecraft's flyby of Venus in February 1990 an especially
strong global:scale oscillation in zonal wind velocity was observed, with aal amplitude of
about 10 m s -1 azld a period of about 4 days (Belton et al. 1991, Smith et al. 1992).
Figure 1 shows the zonal wind speeds we have measured from the Galileo images of Venus.
An oscillation of about 10 m s -1 is apparent with the same phase in three different latitude
bands. Meridional velocities measured at the same time show no detectable oscillation.
This is strong evidence for the presence of a Kelvin-like wave.
Global-scale waves were first observed at the Venus cloud top by Belton et al. (1976)
using Mariner 10 images. They discovered that small-scale markings in the cloud top had a
different rotational period than large-scale markings, indicating the propagation of global-
scale waves. They identified the waves as of Kelvin type. Del Genio and Rossow (1982)
detected several diffcrent periodicities in time series of cloud top brightness in Pioneer
Venus images which were different than the period derived from the velocity of cloud-
tracked winds. Tiffs was attributed to the presence of global-scale waves. They speculated
that two wave types exist: an equatorial Kelvin wave, and a mid-latitude Rossby wave.
Later, Del Genio and Rossow (1990) confirmed their eaz'lier wave identifications, and in
addition, mcasured velocity oscillations associated with the waves in a detailed analysis of
tile Pioneer Venus image data set. They also found that while global-scale waves exist at
sonic times in tile Pioneer Venus data set, they are not apparent at other times.
Previous computations of global-scale oscillations in the Venus atmosphere have pri-
marily concentrated on solar thermal tides (for example Pechmann and Ingersoll 1984, Fels
1986), and their interaction with the mean zonal flow (for example Leovy 1987, Baker and
Leovy 1987, Newman and Leovy 1992). The present work investigates the general question
of the nature of global-scale waves that call exist in the Venus atmosphere. No compre-
hensive search and classification of Venus wavemodes has ever been done before. Covey
and Schubert (1982) carried out the pioneering study of this subject. We are now able to
achieve much higher latitudinal and spectral resolution because of computational advances.
We have utilized two numerical models. To help in the classification of wavemodes, we
explore a simple 2-D cartesian geometry model which is very useful for exhibiting the fun-
damental classes of waves. Parameter space can be explored easily to find which qualities
of the atmosphere affect the frequency and structure of wavemodes. In sections 2 and 3 a
lineax, three-dimensional model in spherical coordinates is presented. Tiffs model attempts
to more accurately sinmlate the Venus atmosphere. Radiative damping and the vertical
diffusion of heat asid momentum are included. As in Snfith et al. (1992), a radiative-
dynanfic cloud feedback heating is proposed as a possible excitation mechanism for the
wavemodes that we fred. hi section 4 we look at the energetics and momentum transports
of the waves, and in section 5 we carry out sensitivity studies to see what properties affect
the structure and frequency of the computed waves. In section 6 we summarize our find-
ings and discuss implications of the global-scale waves including a possible explanation for
the "Y" feature.
2. THE 3-D SPHERICAL GEOMETRY MODEL:
a. Basic Equations
The fluid equations in spherical coordinates are:
D--7 + _' cos 0 21_ +
u '_ 1 O¢
a sin0] + - F_ (1)a sin 0 0¢
where
Dt
- u cos 0 (2_2 +
u ) 1 0¢
asin0J + a00 - F0 (2)
O@ _ RT (3)
Oz
DT
cp.-=-7- + RTw = Qext (4)
Dt
lOu 1 0( ) 0w
asin00¢ + asin00¢ vsin0 +--0z -w=O (5)
D 0 u 0 v 0 0
Dt - Ot + +_ + (6)asin00¢ a_ W_zz
and the vertical coordinate z is measured in pressure scale heights, z = -ln(p/p_urface).
The angular coordinates 0 and ¢ correspond to co-latitude and east longitude respectively,
and u, v, and w axe the velocities of the fluid in the q_, 0, and _ directions. T is temperature,
(I) is geopotcntial, cp is the specific heat, R is the gas constant, a is the planet radius, and
f/is the rotation rate of the coordinate system with respect to inertial space. On the right
hand side, an external mechanical forcing F and an external thermal forcing Qext may be
applied.
Following Covey and Shubert (1982), we replace the horizontM momentum equations
with equations for the horizontal divergence and the vertical component of vorticity. The
horizontal velocities u and v are expressed by u = V_ + V x ?:_ where V is the horizontal
gradient operator and u - (u, v) is the horizontal velocity vector. This gives us:
0* (V z \) OE_ Ow ( 10X sin 0 0q) = _V. F (7)0t + 2 0----_-_ 0"_ + V2(I) + (2fi - 2_) cos OV2q + a2 0¢ a 2 O0
_-_z(4Wcos0+2 sin0)+(2_-2_) cos0V2k - 10q sin00x& a 2 0¢ a 2 O0
O*(RT)










Ow w = 0 (11 )
V2X + 0--'7 -
0*r 0 1 0 pKm,r 0 0
Ot - Ot +'_m'_--pOz H 2 Oz +2(_-_2)_-_ (12)
Rayleigh friction and Newtmfian cooling rates have been included and are given by "t,n
and %- respectively. K,,,_ are the mechanical and thermal vertical diffusion coefficients,
and H is the pressme scale height. The zonal wind enters through the definition ft =-
+ _/(a sinS).
We write {.\, @, T, _, w} = {S, @, T, ¢, _} + {),', _', T', ¢I,', w'}. The barred quantities
are a time independent solution to the equations (1)-(5), and the primed quantities are
small perturbations about tile barred quantity basic state. Next, for each layer j we expand
each quantity in a sum of spherical harmonics:
{X,,q/,T',_',w'}j(8,¢) = ___ {X',@',T',¢',w'}j,t,,,}},m(8,¢)e -i'_t (13)
f.,m
Finally, we expand to first order in the primed quantities and finite difference the
equations. The combinations cos_]}_ and sin0 _ that are found in the resulting
equations can be rewritten in terms of Y t+l,,, and }}-1,,-,, so that for each level j and set
of Fourier components g and m there is a set of five unknowns (X', _I", T', ¢", w') and five
equations (7)-(11 ).
b. Boundary Conditions









w' = 0 (17)
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Upper atnlospheric wave absorption is simulated by placing a highly dissipative layer in
the upper few scaleheights of the model.
The lower boundary of the model is an impenetrable rigid fiat sm'face whose linearized
position is z = 0. The lower boundary conditions are the same as the upper boundary
conditions except, that (17) is replaced by:
RTw' + (-i._ + irn ( _ - _) ) _' = 0 (18)
or equivalently, that the Lagrallgian time derivative of _=0.
c. Basic State
Each spherical shell of tile atmosphere is assumed to have constant angular velocity.
The vertical profiles of wind and static stability are similar to those of Young et al. (1987),
but with a few modifications. Figure 2 shows the nominal zonal wind velocity a(z) and
Brunt-V:Eis/il/i frequency N2(z) profiles. Both profiles are chosen to be consistent with
Pioneer Venus descent probe data (Seiff et al. 1980 and Councelmall et al. 1980).
In this model, we use vertical diffusion, Rayleigh friction and Newtonian thermal
damping for dissipation. The vertical profile of the radiative time constant tr = 1/%- is
shown in Fig. 3. It was chosen to be consistent with the radiative time constant computed
by Crisp (1989) for the Venus atmosphere at altitudes above 50 kin, and with the profiles
computed by Hou et. al. (1989) at lower altitudes. This profile of tr is very similar
to that used in the thermal tide model of Peclmmnn and Ingersoll (1984) at altitudes in
and above the clouds. The mechanical friction rate 7,_ was set to be small enough not
to contribute significantly to the energetics of the wave. Figure 3 also shows the values
used for the vertical diffusion coefficients of momentum and heat (Kin = K,- for all cases
presented). Except at the very top, they were chosen to be just large enough to damp
features smaller titan the vertical grid size. Structure with vertical scale larger than the
grid size is retained. In the upper few scale heights the vertical diffusion coefficients were
made artificially large to sinmlate upper atmospheric dissipation, and to damp reflections
from the upper boundary.
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The external heating rate Qext shown in Fig. 3 was chosen to be a broad, smooth
function so that it would excite a wide range of wavemodes that exist in and neax the
Venus cloud deck. This forcing is artificial. It is used only to excite wavemodes and is not
meant to accurately describe thermal forcing in the Venus atmosphere. As is shown later
in section 3, the exact shape and height of Qext(Z) is not important since we are primarily
concerned with the free wave component of the forced waves we compute. In all the cases
presented here we have used no mechanical forcing, so F = 0.
d. Method of Solution
For each layer j and set of spectral components (g, m), we have the five equations
(7)-(11). There are an equal number of unknowns ' _)tm,T;im,_jtrn,W)gm). This
is a set of linear equations, and the system is solved by rewriting the set as a matrix
equation. The matrix is filled with the appropriate coefficients, inverted, and multiphed
by tile right hand side. The inversion is accomplished using the LINPACK routines ZGBFA
and ZGBSL (Dongarra et al. 1979). The final solutions are then obtained by plugging the
coefficients '\ic,, etc. back into (13). The quantities u' and v' can be reconstructed from
\' and q_' using:
u'=--I lO ' (19)
a sin 0 0¢ a O0
1 0_' 1 0\'
v' - + _ J (20)
a sin 0 0¢ a O0
We flmnd through experimentation that 500 layers in the vertical will adequately
resolve the structure of the wavemodes of interest. The layers are spaced equally in pressure
scale heights giving a resolution of .05 scale heights, or about .3 kin, near the cloud top. We
are maiafly interested in global-scale waves with low wavenumber rn, so spherical haxmonics
through Ill,,,(0, ¢) were kept to insure accuracy. The computation was carried out at the
Cornell National Supercomputer Facihty.
The model was tested against the structure of Hough anodes on a sphere calculated by
Longuet-Higgins (1968). Specifically, m = 1 wavemodes with no nodes in the vertical, and
zero or two nodes in the horizontal were compared for both a fast and a slow rotation rate.
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Our model is not directly comparable to the work of Longuet-Higgins since we compute
forced waves. However, by looking at the "free wave" component of the forced waves
(see section 3 below) we find excellent agreement between the results of our model and
of Longuet-Higgins. By setting the external thermal forcing to the appropriate frequency,
we can investigate thermally driven solar tides. Using Earthlike basic state parameters,
we compared the results of our model to classical tidal theory calculations for the diurnal
and semidiurnal tides on the Earth (Lindzen 1967, Chapman and Lindzen 1970). The
results of our computations generally agree well but differ for wavemodes with very short
vertical wavelengths. However, in the present paper we are primarily concerned with higher
frequencies and larger vertical wavelengths and this limitation is not a concern. As a final
test, the model was set up to have a simple three-layer vertical structure and parabolic
zonal wind profile. A run with m = 11 (for shorter wavelengths which minimize the
effect of spherical geometry) was compared against the results of a simple 2-D cartesian
geometry model and good agreement was found. The 2-D model was also used to help
interpret results from the 3-D model.
e. Cloud Feedback Heating
We have experimented with a heuristic radiative feedback near the base of the cloud
deck. Leovy (1966) pointed out that a heating rate proportional to vertical displacement
can lead to linear instability of gravity wave modes. Gierasch et al. (1973) and Ghan
(1989) show that dynamical perturbation of clouds can alter heating rates in this manner.
Recent observations of Venus at near infrared wavelengths (Carlson et al., 1991) suggest
that there are 25% fluctuations in the optical depth of the cloud deck, with fluctuations
concentrated near the cloud base at an elevation of about 50 kin. The microphysics of the
Venus clouds are not well understood. We have simply parameterized the assumption that
vertical displacement near the cloud base causes evaporation or condensation, altering the
number density which in turn alters the radiative flux and thus the heating rate.
The net radiative effect of the Venus cloud deck is to produce warming near its base and
cooling above the base. This is demonstrated by the observed temperature profile, which
shows a relatively large gradient within the lower part of the cloud (Pioneer measurements
of cloud density are presented by KnoUenberg and Hunten, 1980, and measurements of
temperature by Seiff et al., 1980.). If the cloud is made more dense by upward vertical
motion, the amplitude of the maximum heating and cooling are increased. Thus the
heating perturbation is negative just above the cloud base and positive just below it.
Heating perturbations far fl'om the cloud base are negligible. Conversely if vertical motiou
is downward and the cloud base is made less dense, the heating perturbation is positive
just above the cloud base location and negative just beneath it.
We have experimented with simple models of the cloud radiative transfer and find
that the width of the affected layer is typically a few optical depths, which is a few kilo-
meters (Kuolleuberg and Hunten, 1980). Guided by these considerations, we introduce
a perturbation heating profile that is proportional to the vertical displacement, with an
amplitude set by the local radiative time constant:
T 6z
__ (21)Qdoud = flf(z) t, H '
where /:_ is an amplitude parameter, f(z) is a shape profile (maximum amplitude unity,
positive below the base and negative above the base), T is the full temperature, t,- is the
radiative time constant based on a length of a scale height, 6z is the vertical displacement
and H is the local scale height. For/3 = 1, this parameterization sets the amplitude of the
cloud heating to be on the order of T/tr for a vertical displacement of one scale height.
If/3 is set larger than unity, the heating rate can be larger than this limit. This can be
appropriate if the vertical scale of f(z) is smaller than a scale height. The f(z) adopted
for the calculations reported in this paper is displayed in Fig. 4. It is characterized by a
length scale of about half a scale height.
3. 3-D SPHERICAL GEOMETRY MODEL RESULTS:
a. Nominal Ba._ic State
By imposing the forcing over a range of frequencies, we find maxima in the response
of the system at certain frequencies. Figure 5 shows a spectrmn of the response (defined
as the maximum value of w'(z)e -z/2 anywhere in the domain of z) for the nominal basic
state and wavenumber m = 1. We see a series of peaks in the response which indicate
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"preferred" frequencies. Since our model contains dissipation it does not have true resonaalt
modes. In fact, primaxily because of the large amount of dissipation placed in the upper
few scale heights of the model, the peaks seen in the spectrum are relatively wide and none
of the wavemodes is highly tuned. The wave energy divided by the energy loss per period,
or the "Q", is small, on the order of five. Since the period of the waves is typically around
four days, they will decay with a characteristic time of about 20 days.
The peaks in Fig. 5 are forced waves, but if the wave response is the sum of a
component which varies slowly with frequency near the resonant frequency plus a "free
wave" component whose amplitude is peaked at the resonant frequency, then the "free
wave component" can be separated out by taking
Xfree = Xforced(031) -- Xforced(&2) (22)
where wl and w2 are two forcing frequencies neat" the resonant frequency, and X =
(X _, q_, T',¢, u/). There is a complex scaling factor left undeternfined in the resulting
free wave component which is dependent on the choice of _1,2.
Using (22), Fig. 6 shows the vertical structure of the free wave zonal wind amplitude
of four of the lower wavemodes in Fig. 5 (phase speeds of -295, -156, -102, and -85 m
s -1 ) for the nominal basic state. These are gravity waves with no nodes in the latitudinal
direction and increasingly complicated vertical structure with decreasing phase speed. The
degree to wlfich each wavemode penetrates to high altitudes is one factor which determines
how lfiglfly tuned the wavemode is. The two lowest wavemodes shown have significant
atnplitude high in the atmosphere and are damped by the high diffusion placed at the
top of the model. Diffusion also damps waves which have large vertical gradients. Higher
wavemodes than those shown in Fig. 6 have very large vertical gradients and axe damped
by diffusion so Inuch that they do not appear as peaks in the spectrum shown in Fig 5. The
third and fourth lowest wavemodes seem to strike the best compronfise between these two
linfits. They show the highest amplitudes in the spectra and are the most highly tuned.
The vertical structure of the meridional wave component of these waves is not as confined
in general, and has much smaller amplitude.
b. Cloud Feedback Added
To explore a possible excitation mechaxfism for these waves, cloud feedback heating
[see equation (21)] has been added in some of the runs. Figure 7 shows the same spectrtun
as tile nonfinal case (Fig. 5) except that a cloud feedback has been added with amplitude
/3 = 1.217. Figures 5 and 7 are nearly identical except in tlle region near phase speed -100
m s -1. For rl, = 1 and tiffs f_ = 1.217 = /3c,it there is one wavemode which has become
neutrally stable. For smaller values of/3 there are no unstable wavemodes. For/3 > /3crit
one or more wavemodes will be unstable. The wavemode which has become neutrally
stable at /3 = /3crit is the most unstable wavemode aald has an equatorial phase speed of
-102 m s -1. Tiffs represents a period of about 4.3 days, consistent with the period of the
wave observed in Galileo zonal wind speed data and with the low latitude wave identified
by Del Genio and Rossow (1990).
Figure 8 shows the vertical structure of the free wave component of the wavemode
with phase speed -102 m s -1 for the nominal basic state with /3 = /3crit- The vertical
structure is nearly identical to the structure of the wavemode at the same phase speed
shown in Fig. 6. This is a gravity wave with two nodes in the vertical. The wave zonal
wind has most of its amplitude confined to an altitude between about 50 km and 60 kin.
The peak amplitude is located at 55 km or in the lower part of the cloud deck. There is a
strong attenuation of the zonal wave amplitude above 60 krn. The meridional component
is not as confined and has a much smaller amplitude. The phasing of the wave shows
standing behavior below 53 km and upward propagation above.
Figure 9 shows the horizontal structure of the free wave component of the wavemode
with phase speed -102 m s -l for the nominal basic state with _ = _crit- The horizontal
structure is nearly identical to the case with /3 = 0. This wavemode has no nodes in
the horizontal. In our model we olfly look for wavemodes whose wave zonal wind is
hemispherically synnnetric, and whose wave mcridional wind is antisymmetrie. The zonal
wind component of the wave is confined in latitude as well as in height and has a full width
half maximum of about 70 degrees (35 ° S to 35°N). This indicates an equivalent depth
of about 100 meters. The phase of this wave shows some change near the poles, but only
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a small gradual change in phase where most of the wave amplitude is. This is consistent
with Galileo observations which show little change in the phase of the wave with latitude.
The very small meridional amplitude, the zonal amplitude confined to low latitudes, and
the Doppler shifted phase velocity in the direction of rotation identifies this gravity wave
as a Kelvin-like wave.
c. Ros_by Waves
Figure 10 shows the spectrum for a Venus-like stability profile, a constant zonal wind
of-50 m s -1 , and an artificially very small radiative damping. In addition to the prograde
and retrograde gravity waves, the spherical geometry allows other classes of wavenmdes to
exist. In the region between -38 and -50 m s -1 there are small peaks in the spectra which
correspond to the two lowest Rossby waves with vertical structure similar to the gravity
waves with one aald two nodes.
4. ENERGETICS AND MOMENTUM TRANSPORTS:
a. Energetics
To learn more about the wavemodes we have describcd above it is useful to calculate
! *
the energetics of the waves. Let V'h = (u', v', 0), then dot (1) and (2) with v h and add to
the dot product of the complex conjugate of (1) and (2) with v' h_
0fi sinO (u'w'" + u"w') (v_* F + v h F*)2 (D + D* ) ( u'u'* + v' v'* ) + _ Oz a = - • ' • (23)
Adding (OO'/Oz). (9)* + (OO'/Oz)*. (9)and using D + D* = 2Ira(w) and the continuity
equation (11) we find,
where,









2 H2N: l--_'z I
0(2 u'W'* + u'*w I
C, = 2-_a sinO e-_ 4
C2 = acosOsinO-_z ((2D - _2)2) e-= ( 0¢'*4H2 N 2 _/ Or.
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(Q,00,. 00,)
H - 4cpN2H 2 0-"_ + Q'* Oz
= Potential Energy (26)
= Stress Work on Mean Flow (27)
,. 0_'_
--+v Oz /
= Horiz. Transfer of Buoyancy (28)
= Work Done (29)
= Heating (30)
The "work done" and "heating" terms may be expanded still further. The "work
done" term contains contributions fl'om Rayleigh friction and from the vertical diffusion
of monmntum. Likewise, the "heating" term contains contributions from external forcing,
cloud feedback heating, Newtolfian cooling, and the vertical diffusion of heat.
w = u5 + w2, H = H1 + H2 + Ha + H4
I* I)H"I = 2 (v h " Vh
I* l * I *
W2 = u'* x, + v x2 + u xi + v x 2
= _1 ( 0 (pKm/H 2 ) __Ou'
x l P Oz Oz +
= Rayleigh Friction (31)
= Momentum Diffusion (32)
(33a)
(33b)
= External Heating (34)
= Cloud Feedback Heating (35)
= Radiative Cooling (36)
= Thermal Diffusion (37)
(38)
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The calculation of the energy components provides an independent check on the ac-
curacy of the entire computation. In our computations an external forcing exists and
Imag(0v) = 0, so we should have Ca + 6"2 - H - W = 0. Figure 11 shows an estimate of
the error: (CI + C2 - lkq - 14_ - H1 - H2 - Ha - H4)/(Largest Term) for the nonfinal case
as a function of frequency. A perfectly accurate computation would return a value of zero
for tlfis error estimate. For most of the frequency range the error is less than one percent
indicating no numerical problems. At a few frequencies, vertical wavelengths become very
short and there are larger errors. At the fl'equencies of the wavemodes discussed above,
this error estimate indicates that the computation of the wave structure and the associated
energy components is accurate to within one percent.
In Figure 12 a spectrum of the contribution of the individual energy components is
shown for the nominal case, and for the case with cloud feedback of strength/3 = /3crit
added. Energy sources are plotted as positive energy rates, while energy sinks are plotted
as negative energy rates. For the nominal case, external heating is the main source of
energy and thermal diffusion is the major energy sink. For the most unstable wavemode
(-102 m s -1 ) with cloud feedback heating added, the major source of energy input is from
cloud feedback heating and again thermal diffusion acts as the main energy sink.
The effect of the instability scaling parameter/3 on the energetics of the most unstable
wavemode is only rouglfly linear. Figure 13 shows spectra of the growth rate in the region
of the most mtstable wave for three different values of/3. The growth rate of the wave can
be estimated by taking the opposite of the external heating rate. The region where the
effect of cloud feedback heating is significant is rather narrowly confined in frequency for
values of/3 _ /3crit. The effect of cloud feedback heating is present in the other wavemodes,
but they apparently require a much larger (and probably unphysical) value of/3 to become
unstable.
b. Momentum Transport._
An important property of a wave is the degree and sense of correlation between zonal,
melidional, and vertical motions. Let the rate of angular momentum transported per
second through a surface of constant height be Luw and the rate of angular momentum
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transported per second through a surface of constant latitude be L,,,,. Then,
Luw = f Oa 2 sinOdOd(pp(asinO) < u'd/ >
a3p / , , ^,,
- 4gH(z) (u w + u'*d,') sin 2 OdOd¢
(39)
g
L,,,, = J HdzdCp(asinO) 2 < II, IVt >
= 27ra2psin20 f (u'v'* + u'*v') dz
49
(40)
where 6, = H(z)w is the vertical velocity in centimeters per second, < u'tb' > is tile
quantity u'_,' averaged over latitude and longitude at a given height, and < u'v' > is the
quantity u'v' averaged over height and longitude at a given latitude.
We can also calculate a dimensionless correlation coefficient to give a measure of the




(< u'u' >< v'v' >)1/2
< u'w' > (42)
(< UtUt >< WtWI >)1/2
With our linear computation we can oxdy determine relative amphtude and phasing of
the various physical quantities. An overall complex wave amphtude is arbitrary, but can be
estimated using the observed zonal velocity oscillation amphtude. Figure 14 shows angular
momentum transports for the nominal case with and without cloud feedback heating. The
numerical values for angular momentum transports are for the computed wave scaled to
match the observed Galileo zonal velocity amplitude. The profile of L,,,i, shows that the
atmosphere at cloud top levels is accelerated at the expense of the forcing level. In the
case with cloud feedback heating the forcing is primarily from the cloud feedback and
is located near 50 kin. Without cloud feedback heating, the forcing level is that of the
external forcing (35 kin, see Fig. 3). The profile of L,,,, shows that the equatorial region
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is accelerated at the expenseof midlatitudes when no cloud feedbackheating is present,
but reversessign when cloud feedbackheating is added. The correlation coefficient, ruv, in
both casesis relatively small. This, and the small valueof/:u_ indicates that the horizont-,d
transport of momentum is probably not important for this wave. The vertical transport
of angular momentum could be important sinceit is larger in magnitude, has a relatively
high correlation coefficient ruw, and has the correct senseneeded to contribute to tile
maintenanceof the cloud top superrotation.
5. SENSITIVITY STUDIES:
To test the sensitivity of the spectrum and wave structure to the details of the basic
state, we ran the model with a variety of different basic states. Several different zonal
wavenumbers m were also tried. In the following paragraphs we describe the sensitivity of
the spectra aald wave structure to variations in the basic state variables.
a. Different eL(z)
The major effect of changing the basic state _(z) is to Doppler shift spectral peaks in
frequency without changing the frequency differences between peaks. In addition, depend-
ing on the shape of the _(z) profile, additional spectral peaks may appear. The relative
atnplitudes of spectral peaks may change as well, but usually not much. Therefore, as
long as the magnitude of the _ profile is about the same in the region where wavemodes
have significant amplitude, the spectrum is not much affected. Figure 15 illustrates this
point by showing spectra using three very different _(z) profiles. In the region from 40-55
km, where the wavemodes have significant amplitude, the basic state wind speed is fastest
in the constant _. case and slowest in the Young et. al. (1987) case. The three spectra
reflect this ordering. The gravity waves between -50 and -200 m s -1 have correspondingly
higher phase velocities in the constant _ case and lower phase velocities in the Young et.
al. (1987) case. Thus it seems that the frequency of the spectral peaks we compute has
relatively little to do with the details of the _(z) profile, and is mainly dependent on the
amplitude of _ where the wave amplitude is significant.
b. Different External Heating
The amplitude, shape, and position of the external heating should have no effect on
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tile frequency or amplitude of spectral peaks if we are really looking at free waves. But,
since we are imperfectly isolating the "free wave" component of forced waves the shape and
amplitude of the external heating will affect the relative amplitudes of different free wave
modes that are excited. For effective forcing of the waves there needs to be some sigxfificant
amount of overlap between the external heating profile Qext(Z) a_ld the vertical structure
of the wavemode. The shape and amplitude of the external forcing will set the relative
amplitudes between free wave components in the forced wave. However, as long as the first
condition is met, the frequency and vertical structures of free wave components are nearly
unaffected (up to a complex scaling factor) by the details of the external forcing. Figure 16
shows spectra for three very different forcings. Although the relative amplitude of spectral
peaks varies, the frequency differences between spectral peaks, and the associated vertical
structure of wavemodes remains very nearly the same. This gives us confidence that our
procedure for separating the free wave component is acceptable.
c. Different f(z)
The nominal profile of f(z) given in Fig. 4 was chosen to simulate the expected cloud
feedback heating caused by vertical motions associated with the wave. The general shape
of f(z) is set by the physics of the problem. Because we are considering the optically thick
absorption of infrared enfission from below, we must have f(z) > 0 below the cloud base,
and f(z) < 0 above. Also, the vertical integral of f(z) must be zero for an optically thick
cloud. We have experimented with several different f(z) profiles. These experiments show
that it is the f(z) < 0 part of the profile that creates the instability, and that the exact
shape of f(z) has little effect on spectra. Increasing the width of f(z) has much the same
effect as increasing/3 as long as f(z) has a vertical scale not too much larger than a scale
height. We have chosen the width of f(z) to be about one-half of a scale height to be
consistent with the width of the thick lower cloud (Knollenberg and Hunten, 1980).
d. Higher m
For higher values of thr longitudinal wavenumber m instabilities can also exist. VV'e
have found that the critical value of/J for the onset of instability is nearly independent
of m for _n < 10, and then becomes large for m > 10. Thus we expect wavemodes with
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smaller scalestructuxe to exist in addition to the m = 1 wavemodes. Figure 17 shows the
vertical and horizontal structuxe of the zonal wind component of waves for l_ :1, 4, and
11 (nonfinal basic state with cloud feedback heating added). The wavemodes with higher
7n are confined to deeper levels and have smaller amplitudes than the rn : 1 wavemode
at 65-70 km where the violet features are thought to be formed. Wavemodes with higher
m are also more confined in latitude. Wtfile the m = 1 wavemode appears to have the
largest amplitude at 65-70 kin, other wavemodes with small rn have amplitudes nearly as
large. The apparent dominance of the m = 1 wavemode in the Galileo data cannot be
explained by the simple feedback and artificial forcing of our computation alone. A more
realistic forcing function or a slightly different fi(z) may match the vertical structure of the
rn = 1 wavcmode better, or perhaps another mechanism not modeled by our computation
is necessary to more clearly select the rn = 1 wavemode. The frequency of sampling in
the Galileo data is only once per day during the second half of the data set (see figure
1). Therefore, although we have not observed the signature of m > 1 wavemodes, we
do not expect to see wavemodes lfigher than m = 2 in our analysis of the Galileo data.
CertaJuly at the cloud base wavemodes with higher m may have significant aanplitude, and
indeed small-scale structure in the near infrared has been observed both in ground-based
observations (Crisp et al. 1991) and in Galileo NIMS maps (Carlson et al. 1991).
6. DISCUSSION:
a. The "Y" feature:
In an earlier paper we postulated that the midlatitude streaky pattern of clouds seen
on Venus is attributable to the formation of clouds near the equator and the subsequent
poleward advection aald shearing of the clouds by the winds (Schinder et al. 1990). Expand-
ing on that idea, we perform a numerical expeliment where we release clouds at random
locations near the equator, and let the measured Galileo Venus mean wind (Belton et al.
1991) and a superimposed wave advect them forward. Figure 18 shows the results of this
experiment using the phase speed of the most unstable wavemode, and values for the zonal
and meridional wave amplitudes and phasing chosen to be consistent with the results of
the 3-D spherical geometry computation and with Galileo wind velocity measurements.
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The maximum zonal wave amplitude used is 10 m s -1 (at the equator) to be consistent
with Galileo Venus wave measurements (Srtfith et al, 1992). Tile maximum meridiona]
amplitude and phases are then obtained from the computation. Tile maximum westward
perturbation in zonal velocities follows the maximum northward perturbation in merid-
ional velocities by 90 degrees in the northern hemisphere. Galileo observations show that
the maximunl westward wave velocity is found near the dark vertex of the "Y" feature.
Thus, this choice of phasing is also consistent with the findings of Del Gelfio and Rossow
(1990). We see a modulation of the cloud shapes and orientations of the cloud streaks at
nfidlatitudes caused by the wave which are sinfilar to those seen in the observations shown
in Fig. 19. This suggests the idea that the "_" or "Y" feature is caused by the wave
modulating the advective patterns of the clouds.
b. General Corr_ment_:
Atmospheric resonances at long wavelengths are common. Whenever there is a forcing
layer and some atmospheric structure, for a given wavenumber some frequencies will be
picked out which "fit" the atmosphere and the bomldary conditions particularly well. The
atmospheric structure caal be formed by either variations in the stability profile, or by
wind shear. In the Venus atmosphere, structure in the stability profile is the largest factor
which deternfines wlfich frequencies are prefen'ed. Wind shear acts mainly to modify the
strength and to shift spectral peaks by the Doppler effect.
The existence of resonances does not necessarily mean that a particular resonance
will be excited. The external thermal forcing we use here is an artifact to excite waves. A
more realistic forcing may well pick out oldy certain wavemodes, leaving others unexcited.
Indeed, the cloud feedback heating picks out oIfly the wavemode at -102 m s -1 and has
very little effect on other wavemodes.
The reason that the cloud feedback picks out the wavemode with phase speed -102 m
s -1 is the location of the Venus cloud and its relation to the static stability profile. The
fact that the phase speed is very nearly equal to the maximum _(z) is coincidence, as far
as the present computation is concerned. When the basic state _(z) is set to a constant
-50 m s -1 , for example, the cloud feedback picks out the wavemode with the same vertical
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structure eventhough it no longer hasa phasespeedvery near 0. Sincethe cloud feedback
heating profile function f(z) has a node at 49 km (altitude of the cloud base), those vertical
profiles that also have a node at or near 49 km will have less cancellation asld wiU maximize
the cloud feedback effect. Looking back at Fig. 17 we see that at rn = 11 (dashed line)
the cloud feedback has picked out the wavemode with three nodes in the vertical where
for m = 1, 4 the wavemode with two nodes in the vertical is the most unstable. At 7n = 11
the waves are more confined in altitude and it happens that the wavemode with more
vertical structure is the one with a node near 49 km. Too much vertical structure will
damp wavemodes by diffusion, so those wavemodes with the combination of a moderate
vertical structure (two or three nodes in the vertical) and a node near 49 km axe picked
out by the cloud feedback effect. For the Venus static stability (which determines tile
vertical structtu'e of wavemodes) and wind speed (which Doppler shifts wavemodes), these
two conditions are met oidy for the wavemode at phase speed -102 m s -1 .
The oscillation of wind velocities seems to be sporadic in nature. In the Galileo data
set the wave is very pronounced (Belton et al. 1991), but at times dining the Pioneer Venus
mission no wave is detected (Del Genio and Rossow 1990). Our calculation shows that
the amplitude of the most unstable wavemode varies strongly with height. It is possible
that variation in the level of the cloud top contributes to the irregularity of the observed
wind oscillations. A variation in the zonal wind profile, or in the trapping properties
of the atmosphere could also play a role in causing the wave to appear sometimes, but
not to appear at other times. Our analysis of Pioneer Venus images shows that velocity
oscillations may appear for a few days, disappear, then reappear with a phasing unrelated
to the previously observed oscillation. This sort of behavior is consistent with the low "Q"
associated with the waves in our computation.
Encrgy sources other than cloud feedback are possible. Instability of horizontal shear is
an obvious candidate excluded by assumption from the modeling reported here. Baroclinic
instability is also not possible given the assumptions of our model. The key point is that
a low order global wavemode that appears to have the correct kinematical properties has
been identified. In the absence of a forcing mechanism it is estimated to decay with
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about a 20 day time scale. Cloud feedbackseemsto have the right magnitude to provide
the forcing, and also seemsto pick out the correct phase velocity for the most unstable
wavemode,but wehave not excluded other possibilities for excitation.
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Figure captions
Fig. 1. Wind measurements from the Galileo data (Belton et al. 1991). The data is shown
as a time series for three latitude bands. An oscillation with a period of about 4 days
aald an amplitude of about 10 m s -1 is evident in all three bands.
Fig. 2. Vertical structure of the Brunt-V/i.is/il_ fi'equency N2(z) and zonal wind speed _(z)
used for the nonfinal case.
Fig. 3. Noa_final case vertical structure of the other basic state variables.
Fig. 4. Vertical profile of f(z) function for the case with cloud feedback heating.
Fig. 5. The response of the system is shown as a function of frequency for the nominal
case with m = 1 and no cloud feedback heating.
Fig. 6. Vertical structure of the free wave zonal kinetic energy component of four low
wavemodes with phase speeds of-295 (dotted line) , -156 (solid line), -102 (dash-
dot), and -85 (dashed line) m s -a for the nominal basic state
Fig. 7. Same as Fig. 5, except that a cloud feedback heating has been added with strength
/3 = _crit. The two spectra are nearly identical except in the region around the most
unstable wavemode at -102 m s -1 .
Fig. 8. _rtical structure of the free mode component of the most unstable wavemode
(phase speed of 102 m s -1) with/3 =/3crlt- The solid line shows zonal velocity and
phase, and the dashed line shows meridional velocity and phase. The zonal velocities
are taken at the equator while the meridional velocities are taken at 30 degrees north
latitude and are multiplied by ten. The overall scaling is arbitrary, but the relative
scaling between zonal and meridional velocities is correct. The phases of the zonal
and meridional components are shown relative to the longitude where the oscillation
is completely real and positive (eastward/southward).
Fig. 9. Horizontal structure of the wavemode shown in Fig. 8. Again the solid line
shows horizontal velocity and phase, and the dashed line shows meridional velocity
and phase. The relative amplitudes between the zonal and meridional components
are correct (there has been no multiplication of the meridional component), but the
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overall scaling is arbitrary. The horizontal structure has been taken at a pressure scale
height of 6.5 (63 kin). The phase of the waves has the same meaning as in Fig. 8.
Fig. 10. Spectrum for an atmosphere with constant basic state zonal wind speed of -50 m
s -1 (indicated by dotted line). In this case the radiative time constant has been set
to be very long, and the diffusion has been lowered as much as numeric stability will
allow. The small "peak" at -150 m s -1 is an artifact. Peaks between -50 and -150
m s -1 are gravity waves, as are the peaks between 0 and 50 m s -1. The small peaks
and "shoulders" in the spectrum between -50 and -38 m s -1 are Rossby waves.
Fig. 11. Estimate of the error for the nominal case with/3 =/3crit.
Fig. 12. Spectrum of nz = 1 nominal case energetics for the cases with (top) and without
(bottom) cloud feedback heating of strength /3 = /3¢rit. The solid line shows the
external heating rate, the short dashed line shows the cloud feedback heating rate,
the dash-dot line shows the rate of thermal diffusion, and the dotted line shows the
rate of cooling by radiation. The total of other sources and sinks of energy are shown
by tile long dashed line. The cloud feedback heating is only importaslt in the region
near the most unstable wavemode. For/3 =/3crit all other wavemodes show decay in
time.
Fig. 13. Growth rate as a function of/3. In this representation, a local maximum in the
growth rate corresponds to a spectral peak in previous figures. The solid line shows
the growth rate for the nonfinal basic state (/3 = 0) in the region around the most
unstable wavemode. The dashed line shows the growth rate for/3 = flcrit, and the
dotted line shows the growth rate for/3 =/3crit/2. Two things are apparent: the effect
of the parameter/3 is only roughly linear, and the effect of the cloud feedback heating
is concentrated in a small region of frequency around the most unstable wavemode
(-102 m s-l).
Fig. 14. Vertical and horizontal momentum transports for the most unstable wavemode
with and without cloud feedback heating. The top two figures show < u_w _ > angu-
lar momentum transport averaged over latitude and longitude which is the angular




two figures show < u_v ' > angular momentum transport averaged over height and
longitude which is the angular momentum transported per second through a surface
at a given latitude.
15. Spectra for three different _(z) profiles. The solid line (in both plots) is tile
nonfinal case. The dashed line is the Young et al. (1987) profile. The frequencies of
wavemodes shift according the value of _(z) in the region where the wavemode has
significant amplitude. The overall shape of _(z) may change the relative amplitudes
of wavemodes, but does not significautly change the frequency difference between
wavemodes.
16. Spectrum for three different external heating profiles. The solid line (in both
plots) shows the noufinal case values. Even vastly different profiles (dotted and dashed
lines) for the external heating do not affect the frequencies (or free mode structure) of
wavemodes significantly. Different external heating profiles do, however, excite differ-
ent wavemodes more effectively which changes the relative amplitudes of wavemodes
somewhat. Therefore, the nominal case external heating was chosen to be a broad
profile which would excite all wavemodes.
Fig. 17. "Vertical and horizontal structure as a function of m. For each m, the most
unstable wavemode was chosen. The solid line is nz = 1, the dotted line ,n = 4,
and the dashed line n7 = 11. For higher m, the wavemodes become more confined in
altitude and in latitude.
Fig. 18. Simulated cloud pattern. Circular clouds are released at random longitudes near
the equator, and are then advected under the influence of the mean flow with an added
wave. The mean flow is as measured from Galileo images (Belton et al. 1991) and
includes polewaxd drift and midlatitude jets. The added wave has structure and phase
velocity cousistent with the computed structure of the most unstable wavemode, and
an amplitude consistent with Galileo observations.
Fig. 19. Simple cylindrical projection of a set of Galileo images taken as the cloud system
rotated under the spacecraft.
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ABSTRACT
The Venus cloud deck was monitored for32 hours at400 nanometers wavelength by
the Galileo imaging system, with a spatial resolution exceeding 15 km and with image time
separations as small as 10 minutes. There is no evidence, to a level of approximately 4 m
s -_ , of periodic or oscillatory wavelike activity at small scales. The dominant size of albedo
features is 200-500 kin, and their contrast is approximately 5%. At low latitudes the features
are sometimes isotropic and blotchy and sometimes streaky. At high latitudes they are
streaky. At low latitudes the contrast of blotchy features increases as they drift from the
morning quadrant into the afternoon. There is no evidence, at the 4 m s -1 level, of eddy
activity at scales intermediate between that of the blotches and of the planetary radius. It is
speculatedthattheblotchycloudsare caused by a radiative-dynamicalinstabilitydrivenby
differential absorption of sunlight by the clou_ds, that they are only about one half scale height
deep, and that their horizontal scale is controlled by a deformation radius criterion.
1. INTRODUCTION
The Galileo spacecraft flew past Venus in February of 1990, and carried out a series of
investigations of the atmosphere and environment of the planet. Preliminary reports are
collected in a series of papers in Science, 253, p. 1457-1612 (1991). An overview of the
imaging experiment is given by Belton et al. (1991). Here we report on analysis of the high
spatial resolution feature tracking observations made by the imaging system just after closest
approach. Images were obtained over a period of 32 hours, with time sampling at a variety
of intervals from 10 minutes to two hours. There is one gap of eight hours, between 16 and
24 hours after the sequence start, but otherwise there are images at least every two hours.
The objective of this experiment was to characterize the dynamics of the Venus cloud
top as detected at near ultraviolet wavelengths (400 nanometers) at short time scales and with
a spatial resolution of about 15 km. The Pioneer Venus orbiter collected extensive imaging
data from 1979 through 1986 (see, for example, Rossow et al., 1980) but these frames are
separated in time by about four hours, and do not monitor the illuminated side of the planet
continuously because of the 24 hour orbital period of the spacecraft. Mariner 10 flew past
Venus along a trajectory quite similar to that of the Galileo _t and collected a large
number of images of high resolution and at time separations of about two hours (Belton et
al., 1974a), but the quality of many of these images is not high, and it is not possible to
navigate them with precision for cloud motion determination.
In the nextsectionwe describethe data. Section3 presentsmorphology and velocity
results.Section4 discussesinterpretation.
2. GALILEO FEATURE TRACK IMAGING DATA
Image numbers 18217000 through 18399400 comprise the high resolution feature
track. For the first 16 hours the images are two frame mosaics with the limb in the east
frame, from which the camera pointing can be deduced. The west frame of the mosaic must
bc navigatedagainstthe eastone by using cloud tracers.This procedure was iteratedafter
determiningvelocitiesfrom the west frame by requitingthatthe average velocityagree with
thatof theentiretime series.
The images were calibratedand blemishes removed with standardsoftware provided by
the Multi-mission Image Processing Laboratory at the NASA Jet Propulsion Laboratory.
Limb darkening was removed by dividing by a photometric fit as described by Belton et al.
(1991). The images were then partially high-pass filtered by subtracting a square box
average of size about 10% of the planetary diameter. Finally, the images were projected onto
a simple cylindrical map with 8 pixels per degree, which is sufficient to retain their
resolution. One degree of latitude is about 107 km on the Venus surface. The images form
24 maps in finalform.
3. MORPHOLOGY AND VELOCITIES
Figure I displays one of the high resolutionmosaics. Note the two patchesof mottled
clouds separated by a less distinct zone with faint streaks. We have made a movie of the
sequence of frames which shows the mottled clouds increasing in contrast as they drift across
the disk from east to west. At higher latitudes small features can be seen to drift along the
streaky lineations, moving poleward and from east to west. The movie shows no apparent
large scale eddy activity, and no periodic or wavelike small scale activity. The edges of the
mottled clouds change with time but not in any periodic or wavelike way. Thus the
impression from the movie is that there are two dominant components of activity: a smooth
large scale flow with the scale of the planetary radius, and mesoscale cloud mottling, with a
typical scale of 200-500 km.
Figure 2 shows brightness scans through one of the stronger local maximum cloud
features in the mottled pattern. The maximum is centered in the figure, with an amplitude of
approximately 30 data numbers and a width of about 200 km. Its shape changes with time.
An amplitude of 30 data numbers corresponds to a difference in the 400 nanometer
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reflectivity of approximately 5%. The apparent noise level is about I0 data numbers. This is
consistent with amplification of digitization noise by our conwast enhancement processing.
To search for evidence of real albedo structure at scales smaller than 200 km, we computed
the spatial autocorrelation function for a large number of brightness scans. A typical example
is displayed in Fig. 3. The halfwidth of the autocorrelation is just under ten pixels (100 km)
consistent with an absence of smaller-scale features.
a. The Automatic feature tracker
The measurement of cloud velocitieswas performed by a new automated cloud feature
Irackeralgorithm.The automaticfeaturetrackerfirstselectscloud featurestomatch by
findingareasof localmaxima or minima of brightnessinthereferenceimage. Maxima and
minima aresearched forby placinga circulartemplateof radius1.2.5degreesata regulargrid
of points.The sizeof the templateischosen tobe consistentwith the sizeof typicalcloud
features.Ifthebrightness(DN) valuesaround thecircumferenceof thetemplatearc allmore
than3 DN lessthanthe DN value atthe center,then thecenterpointisidentifiedasa
maximum. Mimma are determined ina similarway. Figure 1 shows the minima and
maxima found by theautomaticfeaturetrackerfora typicalimage. Cloud fcatnresare found
throughout theimage, although more are found inthe mottledregionsnear the equator.
Each maximum and minimum ismatched toa featureina second image by findingthe
maximum 2-D cross-correlationcoefficientasa functionofhorizontaloffsetbetween thetwo
images. The correlationisperformed using a 4 x 4 degree box. After themaximum
correlationisfound severalchecks are made todetermine ifitisa correctmatch. First,ifthe
regionaround thefeaturebeing matched inthereferenceimage does not have enough
contrastingfeaturesinit,or ifitistoo closetotheedge of theimage, then thepointis
rejected.The thresholdof minimum contrastused was thatthe standarddeviationof
brightnessvariationbe atleast9 DN. Second, ifthe second highestcross-correlation
coefficientismore than two degrees away from themaximum thenthe match isrejected.
This eliminatesmatches caused by singlepixelcorrelationpeaks or by very noisy correlation
coefficientbehavior.Third,ifthe maximum correlationcoefficientislessthan0.5,thematch
is rejected.
The matches are then checked forselfconsistency.A Point0.25 degrees away inline
and sample from the originalfeaturelocationisput through the same processdescribed
above. Ifa match isfound,and islocatednearto theoriginalmatch, thenthe featureis
accepted. The maximum acceptabledifferenceinpositionallowsa change of 0.25 degrees
(invariantwith the time separationbetween frames) from thepositionof theoriginalmatch.
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To further insure the validity of the velocity vectors, the fastest 5% and the slowest 5%
in zonal velocity are rejected. This kind of "procedure can eliminate good vectors, but
experience shows that the extreme 5% of vectors are often incorrect. Next, the remaining
vectors are least-squares fit to a spherical harmonic expansion through Y,. The 70% of the
vectors closest to the fit are saved for a second least-squares fit to the spherical harmonic
expansion. Any of the original vectors which are more than five standard deviations away
from the second fit are rejected. All vectors that remain axe saved and recorded.
A post-collection check was performed to verify the final data. The automatic feature
tracker's results were compared to measurements made by a human operator. The
correspondence is dose. Several features picked by the automatic feature tracker were also
tracked by a human. In almost every ease (> 90 %), the human matched the same feature
within five pixels (67 kin) of the automatic feature tracker's match.
b. Results.
Using the automatic feature tracker, a total of 2588 vectors were obtained from 15
image pairs with time separations between 30 and 90 minutes. Of the 2588 vectors, 1255
came from cloud features that were local maxima and 1333 came from local minima. Figure
4 shows the averaged profile of all the local maxima cloud features and all the local minima
cloud features. Local maxima and minima cloud features have the same average amplitude
and similar profiles. Notice that on average a local maximum feature is surrounded by dark
material and a local minimum cloud feature is surrounded by bright material at a distance of
about 30 pixels (400 kin).
Figure 5 shows contour plots of fits of the zonal and meridional wind velocities for
both types of features together to the five lowest spherical harmonics ( Y®,Yto,Y,,YI_,, and
Y20). The results are consistent with earlier wind velocity profiles from this data set
presented in Belton et al. (1991). In particular these results confirm a relatively flat zonal
wind profile at about -100 m s -t with weak mid-i_m_de jets during the Galileo encounter.
Equatorial zonal wind velocities are slightly higher than those seen by Mariner 10 and
Pioneer Venus. A divergence in the wind field centered just north of the equator in the early
afternoon is observed. The meridional wind profile shows a poleward flow similar in
magnitude to that seen by previous spacecraft.
To study the time dependence of the wind field the wind vector data were sorted in
time. The list of wind vectors was searched to find features that had been identified in more
that one image pair. Typically 60% of the features identified in one image pair were also
identified in the next image pair. One feature was identified in ten consecutive image pairs,
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but much more common are features that were identified in two, three, or four consecutive
pairs. Figure 6 shows the paths of cloud features identified in three or more consecutive
image pairs. The symbols mark the location of the feature in the earlier of the two images of
each image pair. The general westward and poleward movement is immediately evident.
When a large-scale average is removed, the lack of large eddies in the flow becomes
apparent. Figure 7a shows the same cloud feature tracks for the local maxima cloud features
with the spherical harmonic wind velocity fit shown in Fig. 5 removed. Figure 7b shows a
small region from within Fig.7a, expanded to show displacements. These are consistent
with one or two pixel locational uncertainties, and are probably caused by noise. The
velocity corresponding to a one pixel displacement over a time difference of one hour is about
4 m s-1 , and this is the level to which we can state that there is no organized large-scale eddy
activity.
Figure 8 shows the correlation between corresponding small regions as a function of
time difference between the two images in an image pair for a number of cloud features. In
all cases there is an initial relatively large drop in the correlation coefficient followed by a
more gradual decrease. The initial drop is caused by digitization error while the gradual
decrease is caused by deformation or by chemical, albedo, or other cloud property change.
An estimate for the time scale, t,, is given by
where r is the correlation coefficient. Calculating a slope with the data from Fig. 8 we
estimate t, = 50 hours. This is consistent with the observation that well-defined small cloud
features can sometimes be followed from limb to limb (two days of rotation), but are never
seen to reappear on the next rotation another two days later.
The initial drop in the correlation coefficient is caused by digitization error. For any
pair of non-identical images the correlation coefficient between corresponding regions is less
than unity. As the time separation between images in an image pair approaches zero the
effect of real physical change vanishes and the remaining difference from unity in the
correlation coefficient is caused by other processes. In two non-identical images, the scene is
sampled slightly differently because the camera pointing is different. This introduces a + 1
DN digitization error, even for very short time separations. This error is magnified by the
processing that occurs during our contrast enhancement and accounts for the drop in the
correlation coefficient.
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4. DISCUSSION AND INTERPRETATION
The general features of the velocity field are as follows. The large scale pattern is
smooth and can be closely represented by only a few harmomcs. It shows a poleward wind
maximum just to the west of the noon meridian at midlatitudes, and a westward wind
minimum nearnoon. Thereisa remarkableabsenceofeddy activityatintermediatescales
between theplanetaryradiusand 1000km. Inthisparticulardataset,thedominantsmall-
scalephenomena visibleinultravioletimagesof Venus are400 to I000 km inwavelength,
and thereforehave gradientsconcentratedon spatialscalesofabout200 to500 km. They
have a timescalefordeformation,appearanceordisappearanceofabouttwo days.They
varym morphology from quiteisotropicblotcheswithcontrastofabout5%, which occurin
patchesatlow latitudes,tostriatedformationswhose contrastisa hitless.The blotchesand
striationsatlow latitudesseem tospontaneouslygenerateand amplify.Thereisindication
from PioneerVenus monitoring(Rossow etal..,1980)thattheseblotchesregularlyappearat
morning longitudes and ampfify during passage through the aftemoon. The striations at high
latitudesdo notamplify,butappeartobe causedby shearingdeformationofpre-existing
blotches(Schinderetal.,1990).Finally,theimagesdo notshow any evidenceofhigh
frequencyspatialortemporalperiodicitiesthatwould be evidenceforinternalgravitywaves.
The nextfew paragraphsdiscuss everalfeaturesofthedata.
a. The largescalevelocity field.
The large scale velocity field displayed in Fig. 5 is consistent with measurements from
Pioneer Venus images and Mariner 10 images (Del CJenio and Rossow,1990; Limaye,1987).
The Galileoimages contain o surprisesbutconfirmthatthe pattern was unchanged in
Februaryof 1990. The velocitypatternisnicelyconsistentwithpredictionsoftheflow
produced by the solar-fixed aunospheric tides, plus the mean flow associated with a Hadley
circulationasmodifiedby tidalwansportsofmomentum (Newman and Leovy, 1992).
b. Shear
The lifetime of features puts an upper limit on the magnitude of the shear in the flow.
Shear leadstoa relativedisplacement,eitherhorizontallyfromone sideofa featuretothe
other, or vertically from the top to the bottom. The shear at most produces a relative
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displacement across the feature in the time t, that is equal to the feature size. In the case of
horizontal shear,
relative displacement rate L/t, <I=.__1 ~0.5ms-_(100km)- L
IV_ = horizontal separation = T t, 50 h
In the case of vertical shear,
au relative displacement rate L/L L 1 s_1m = . = _ <_.---- ~ 0.5 m km -_,
& vertical separation D D t,
where we used L = 200 km and conservatively used a shallow depth, D = 2 kin. The
average vertical shear in the Venus atmosphere is about 100 m s -_ over a height of 70 km, or
1.4 m s -t km -_. The long lifetime of the blotchy features suggests that they reside where the
vertical shear is smaller than average, probably near the zonal wind maximum.
c. The convection hypothesis
It was suggested by Belton et al. (1976) and again recently by Baker and Schubert
(1992) that the low latitude blotches are ca_ed by convection. The Venus atmosphere is
stably stratified near the 70 km (40 mb) level (Seiff et al., 19@3; Seiff, 1987) where
ultraviolet contrasts are formed (Kawabata et al., 1980). The convection is proposed to be
penetration of molion from deeper levels. The thermal su'ucture deduced by Seiff et al. and
by Venera probes (Avduevskiy et al., 1983) shows two layers where the vertical temperature
gradient is possibly very close to the adiabatic: a zone about one scale height thick where the
thickest clouds are located (49 to 56 km elevation) and a zone near the planetary surface, also
perhaps a scale height thick (15 km). The latter one is in more doubt because measurement
errors are uncertain (Avduevskiy et al., 1983).
The Galileo feature track data can neither confirm nor deny the convection hypothesis
because the velocity information is restricted to the 70 km level. Several remarks can be
made, however. (i) The dominant length scale in the data is a few hundred kilometers, which
seems a bit large to originate from convection even in the deeper layer 15 km thick. Baker
and Schubert discuss this point and argue that it is possible. (ii) The traditional free
convection time scale estimate,
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where D is the layer depth, F is the convective heat flux, y is the ratio of specific heats, g is
the acceleration of gravity and p is pressure can be compared with the approximately two day
time scale for variation of the Venus blotches. Using a heat flux of F = 20 Wm-: and the
local scale height for D gives t ~ 1 hour forthe cloud layer and about half a day for the deeper
layer near the surface. The latter is therefore consistent with the observations. (iii) The
observed blotches drift with the cloud top wind speed and intensify while they drift. If they
are part of a deep cell anchored in the bottom scale height of the atmosphere, they will shear
half way around the planet during their lifetime of two days. This seems unlikely.
Alternatively, they could be the manifestation of a sudden disturbance forced from below,
which then merely drifts with the upper level winds. But if this is the case, why should their
contrasts continue to intensify for periods of a day or more?
To confirm or deny the convection hypothesis will require data from beneath the cloud
top level, simultaneously with ultraviolet monitoring of the top.
d. local radiative forcing
Why does a horizontal scale of about 300 km appear in ultraviolet albedo feaUu_ in the
Venus cloud deck? The physical or chemical processes that alter cloud albedo are not
known, but dynamical constraints on time scales and length scales can be examined. Here
we shall assume that albedo or opacity contrasts lead to horizontal variations in radiative
heating. The strength of a dynamical response is evaluated for different assumptions about
the horizontal and verdcal scales of the radiative forcing, to see under what conditions a scale
of 300 km can emerge strongly. Surprisingly, the results show that the only consistent
scalingisforalbedofeaturesonlyabout2 l_nthick.
(i) Physical conditions near the visible cloud top
Crisp (1986) discusses the absorption of sunlight in the Venus atmosphere. Near the
cloud tops there were no direct measuremenIs of solar fluxes or cloud particle properties by
the Pion_r probes, and heating rates must be derived by radiative modeling, constrained by
the flux and particle measurements at greater depth and by remote measurements of
reflectivity and polarization. It is known that the ultraviolet contrasts in the Venus clouds
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originate at a level deeper than optical depth unity at 365 nm wavelength, because the contrast
decreases with increasing phase angle (Esposito, 1980; Pollack et al., 1980). Polarimetry
can be used to identify the gas pressure at unit optical depth (Kawabata et al., 1980). It is
about 28 mb and the elevation is about 71 kin. On the other hand the measured solar fluxes
from the Pioneer probe show that no significant ultraviolet absorption or, curs at depths
greater than about 320 rob, or 58 km elevation (Tomasko et al., 1985). Thus the absorption
is located between about 58 kra and 71 km elevation. Approximately half of the total solar
flux absorption occurs in this layer. Of this absorption, Crisp shows that roughly half is due
to the gases H20 and SO2, and the remainder is by an unknown constituent, probably a
contaminant of the sulfuric acid droplets that make up the cloud.
The horizontal variability of the absorption is of particular interest for dynamics. SO2
is variable over the disk on Venus and its occurrence correlates well with dark ultraviolet
areas, but Esposito (1980) shows that the specual dependence of the ultraviolet contrasts is
not consistent with a cause purely in terms of SO2 absorption. Esposito and Travis (1982)
work with radiative transfer models in which they vary the cloud single scattering albedo and
vertical distributions. They use Pioneer Venus polarimetry to constrain the modeling. They
find consistent cloud models in which the variable ultraviolet absorption is due only to
variations in cloud particle properties. The single scattering albedo and the cloud top height
are both lower in dark regions. The level where the 365 rim optical depth is unity is about 29
mb in bright regions and 37 mb in dark regions, corresponding to elevations of about 70 km
and 69 kin. They also find the interesting and puzzling result that in order to explain the
polarization the overlying submicron haze must also vary between dark and light regions.
There is very little energy absorption in this haze but it affects the polarization. It is located
above the main cloud deck, near a pressure of 5 mb and a height of 79 kin. Esposito and
Travis find that its optical depth is larger (0.025 at 270 nm compared to 0.014) over dark
regions, and its height is about 2 km lower over dark regions.
Crisp examines the heating rate variaa'ons that are implied by these different cloud
distributions. The variations are located near the 70 mb (approximately 66 kin) level in the
atmosphere, slightly deeper than the 365 nm optical depth unity level. The global mean solar
heating shows a local maximum here due to the ultraviolet absorptiorL Figure 9 displays
heating rate profiles from Crisp (1986). The difference between light and dark regions is
about 2 K per day and extends over a height range of about one scale height, or 5 kin,
centered near 66 kin. This global average difference in heating rate corresponds to about 8 K
per day near the subsolar point. Crisp also shows a different heating rate profile, also
consistent with the observational constraints, with a lower top to the ultraviolet absorbers and
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a narrower width to their distribution. In this case the peak amplitude of the heating
variations is about twice as large.
Crisp (1989) examines the influence of different distributions of the ultraviolet absorber
on the mean radiative equilibrium temperature profile. He shows that the temperature
gradient is affected by the peak in the heating rate near 66 kin, and finds that in the extreme
case of a low cloud top with a narrow heating distribution a thin convectively unstable layer
is predicted between 64 and 65 km elevation. Unfortunately the vertical resolution of probe
temperature measurements is probably not sufficient to test this prediction (see for example,
Seiff, 1987). Crisp also evaluates the radiative damping rate near these levels and finds it to
be about two days for a thermal disturl:_mce of vertical wavelength 7 km. In this regime the
damping rate should be approximately linear in the vertical scale (Goody and Yung, 1990).
In summary, the differential solar absorption between ultraviolet dark and light regions
is on the order of 8 K per day near the subsolar point and peaks near a height of about 66
kin. It is probably about a scale height in depth. It may be located a bit deeper in the
atmosphere and if so, it is less vertically extended and of higher amplitude. The dark and
light regions discussed above are large scale features, and heating variations associated with
blotches and wisps of scale 200-500 km are probably smaller, and may also be more
localized in height. The mean temperature profile may have a relatively large gradient near
and just above the peak in the ultraviolet absorption, which would produce a layer of
relatively small stratification. Finally, the radiative time constant for disnn'bances of vertical
wavelength 7 km is about two days, and it is approximately proportional to the vertical scale.
(ii) Dynamical investigations - motivation
Because the nature of the ultraviolet absorber is unknown, it is not known how it is
influenced by motions. Analysis of large scale waves in the Venus atmosphere suggests that
regions of upward motion are dark (Del Genio and Rossow, 1990; Smith et al., 1993). For
the small scale motions of interest here, them is no well founded observational or theoretical
basis for predicting the influence of velocities on albedo. The possibilities are diverse.
Motions could influence absorption by advection of either particles or gas. There might be
time lags introduced by chemical or photochemical rates. In the absence of fundamental
physical or chemical understanding a purely dynamical investigation may be useful. In the
following discussion it will be assumed that horizontal variations of xadiative heating are
imposed, and the nature of the atmosphere's dynamical response will be addressed. The
horizontal and vertical scales of the radiative forcing will be treated as parameters, and the
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amplitude and slyucmre of the dynamical response will be examined to determine if there is a
dynamical reason to favor certain special scales.
The first investigation is a steady, nonlinear scaling analysis of a simple dynamical
model in order to determine the fundamental regime. In the second investigation a linearized
model is introduced to study the initial response of the system.
(iii) Nonlinear analysis
Assume steady flow forced by horizontal variations in radiative heating. Anticipate that
theaspectratioof theflow issmall so thatthehydrostaticapproximation isvalid.Assume
that the circulation is shallow relative to a density scale height so that the Boussincsq
approximation is valid. The governing equations can be written
1
wv, + w, +-_o p, = O, (1)
1 T'
_'0 p_ = &_'0'






Temperature, pressure and density arc wriRen as constants plus small l_rmrbations, for
example T = TO+ T'. Radialive heating is pammeterized by a radiative equilibrium
distribution T_ and a radiative time constant ts. The specification of the model is completed
by assuming a rectangular geomeU'y with impermeable walls separated in the horizontal by
2L and m height by 2D.
The radiativequilibriumdistribution T_ ischaracterized by a vertical contrastin the
stable sense given by ATa, and a horizontal conWast ATm. Let the unknown contrasts of the
temperature itself be ATn and ATV. The amplitude of horizontal and vertical velocities are V
and W. Horizontal and vertical length scales are L and D.The continuity equation (Eq. 3)









Rewritethe advective portion of the heat equation (F_.q. 4) in flux form and integrate it first
over the top half of the fluid volume, and then over the bottom half. Assume no flow out of
the bounding container and subtract the two integrals. A statement is thereby derived relating
the vertical difference in the radiative heating to the vertical heat flux by motions. Repeat the
steps for the left and right halves of the domain to derive a statement about the horizontal heat







In writing Eqs. 7 and 8 the signs of all the scaling amplitudes are taken to be positive, and an
assumption is made that the correlation between W and ATs is thermodynamically direct.
Subject to this assumption, the signs in Eqs. 5-8 are all meaningful, so the statements are
slightly more than amplitude scalings.
Equations 5-8 are four equations for the four unknown amplitudes V, W, ATH,AT v.
They can be reduced to one equation for the horizontal velocity. Let
Vo2 = gD ATe. (9)
To
Eqs. 5-8 give
2 " VotRATe, V (10)
There are three physically different solution regimes depending on which of the terms on the
left hand side balances the one on the fight., which originated from the ATx term in Eq. 8
and is assumed to be the fundamental drive. After solving for the velocity, temperature
conWasts can be evaluated from
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V 2
AT x = ___ To (11)
AT}, = ATEv + _-_-ATn (12)
The locationof the solutionregimes inparameter space isindicatedin Fig.I0. The two
parameters are VotR / L and ATr¢ / ATm. The regimes are labeled according to a qualitative
description of the nature of the dynamics.
1) Radiative regime. Radiation controls the thermal structure when
Solutions axe given by
V°t.---2-R<< 1, V°tR ATr¢ << 1. (13)
L L ATn_
AT n = ATEn ' (14)
AT,= aTr¢+-_ ATe.
Notice that this regime is really divided into two, since the vertical temperature gradient can
be altered by dynamics if AT_ is large enough.
2) Stratified regime. The vertical thermal structure is controlled by radiation while horizontal
contrastsare controlledby dynamics when
V°tR ATev >> I, V°tR I ATs' _2
T A-_ T_ A-T:_;>> 1.
(15)
Solutions are given by
LAT_V=
tRATr,, '




3) Convective regime. Thermal contrasts in both directions are dynamically determined. The
conditions for this regime are
Vda (ATa, _ 2V°I-----_R>> I, << I.
L L t_T_J
(17)




Knowledge of the physical state of the Venus system fixes most of the parameters of
this interpretive model to within a factor of two or so. The vertical scale D is not well
defined. The questions one can ask are: Is there a reason for a particular horizontal scale L
to dominate even if the forcing does not select one? What is the depth of the flow regime that
emerges from a consistent scaling and agrees with our physical knowledge?
As a lust step, estimates of all parameters can be made in order to determine the general
area of interest in the regime diagram. Based on the discussion above, estimates are
AT_ - 4 K,
=230K,
Do = 5 km,
L = 3OO km,
& = 8.g m s 4.
(19)
The reference vertical scale D e is a scale height. It is assumed that the radiative forcing tends
to drive the system to a vertical gradient which is less steep than the adiabatic by 20 K per
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scaleheight, and it is assumed that the radiative time constant is proportional to the vertical
scale. The depth D cannot be precisely identified with any layer in the atmosphere. It would
probably correspond to about half the depth of a hypothetical vertical cell since it is a scale for
estimating gradients. These estimates give the numerical parameter values:
II0 -- 28 m s" _0'
VotR = 16(D1 s/2
L
(20)
If D = D O this places the parameter_ in the stratified regime. The solution for the velocity
using Eq. 16 gives
V = 0.35 m s" (-_) 2. (21)
This estimate, based on a depth of a scale height, is perplexing. The amplitude is small.
Near these levels on Venus one expects vertical shear of a few meters per second per scale
height to be common, and such a shear would overwhelm the velocity indicated by Eq. 21.
Secondly, there is no apparent reason for the selection of a particular L.
Suppose that cloud inhomogeneities of different length scales are imposed. For what
scale will the dynamical response be most vigorous7 In the stratified regime the horizontal
velocity is proportional to the horizontal scale, so large scales are favored. The overturning
rate, V  L, is independent of scale and will.impose no particular selection. But when L
becomes large enough, the transition to a convective regime will occur. From Eq. 18, in this
regime the velocity still increases with increasing scale, but only as the square root. The
overturning rate, V //.,, actually decreases with further increase in scale. Therefore it seems
most likely that horizontal scales which place the dynamics on the border between stratified
and convective will be favored. From Eqs. 15 and 17 this border is given by
(22)
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Inserting Eq. 20 and solving for the value of D that satisfies this criterion gives
D 0.18. (23)
Do
Since D represents about half the depth of the dynamical layer, this implies a layer thickness







It is interesting to note that the horizontal scale emerging from the requkement that the
flow regime be on the borderline between swa_ed and convective is related to a deformation




where N 2 = gATv / ToD. The scale given by Eq. 25 is a deformation radius based on a
frequency that is a combination of the radiative lime constant and the advective time scale,
which in this particular case are of the same order.
(iv) Linear analysis
In the foregoing section a fully developed nonlinear flow is examined and a particular
horizontal scale is identified. But will this scale also be favored during the early small
amplitude phase of flow development7 In this section the small amplitude response of the
same system will be examined. As previously, a radiative forcing is imposed and the
dynamical response is evaluated. In the present case, the response is examined as a function
of an imposed frequency and spatial wavenumber.
The Boussinesq approximation is adopted and the static stability is specified. The
llnearized equationsofmotionare
16
vt+ 1 , 0, (26)
p---_py =
1 , T' (27)
vy + w, = 0, (28)
T,'+w_ = T;-T" (29)
tR
Assume that _ and t R are constant.
the temperature, forced by T_(t,y,z).
Equations 26-29 can be combined into one equation for
a, +I ]T_ + N'T_ :iT;,.,
(30)
where N 2 = g_ / To. Assume that the forcing is confined to a depth 7r.D and introduce new
dimensionless variables
Eq. 31 becomes
f=zlD, rl=ylL, x=tlts. (31)
(32)
where B = NZD2t_ / L2 is a Burger number based on a ILme scale given by the radiative time
constant.
The linear response of the system may be importantly influenced by penetration of
energy into over and underlying regions. Therefore instead of rigid walls at top and bottom it
is useful to use an infimte domain. The forcing is given by
T_= ATe.cos(_')cos(r/)cos(mt),
O, (33)
The boundary conditionsare boundedness of perturbationsforlarge _, and continuityof
normal velocityand pressureatthe interfacesat _ = +_ /2.
Solutionsareeasilyfound. The system has only two parameters,the Burger number
and the frequency. Frequenciesof interestareprobably on the order of the radiativetime
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constant,. Of particular interest is the variation in response of the system when the Burger
number varies, because the horizontal scale enters through the Burger number. Figure 11
displays the vertical velocity and the temperature at the midpoint of the forced layer as
functionsof B The dimensionlessfrequency istaken tobe unity.For small horizontalscales
the temperatureresponsebecomes smalland theverticalvelocityamplitude approaches
W = AT_ /_t_,so thatverticaladvcclioninEq. 29 isthe solebalance againsttheimposed
radiativeheating. For largehorizontalscalestheverticalvelocityissmall and thetemperature
amplitude approaches a constant,controlledonly by thefrequency and the radiativetime
constant.
The dynamical response as measured by theverticalvelocityamplitude isstrongest
when the Burger number isa greaterthan unity.Thus a strongresponse occurs when
( 012L > NDt R = NDotRo (34)
Using the numerical estimates of Eq. 19 and an estimate of 0.01 s -2 for the Brunt frequency
gives
D
m < 0.2. (35)
Do
as the criterionfordisturbancesof horizontalscale300 km to show a vigorous response.
This isconsistentwith the resultsof the nonlinearscalinganalysis.
(v) Comments
The surprisingfeatureof thesedynamical investigationsisthatthey pointtoa depth
shallowerthana scaleheightforthecirculationsassociatedwith the Venus mesoscale cloud
features.Such shallow circulationsareconsistentwith knowledge of the ultravioletabsorber
except inone respect.Esposito and Travis(1982) found itessentialtoallow variationsinthe
overlyingsubmicron haze tobe correlatedwith variationsinthemain cloud. This haze is
locatedatleasta scaleheightabove thetop of themain cloud. But theirstudiesarc based on
the behavior of largescaledark regions,and mesoscale variationsmay well be different.In
fact,itisdynamically reasonablethatlargersystems,such as the4-day wave, would
peneCate furtherupward than small systems (Smith etal.,1993).
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FIGURE CAPTIONS
Figure 1. Mosaic of frames 18228900 and 18228945. North is at the top, east to the right.
The general circulation is from east to west with a poleward drift. The bottom of the picture
lies just south of the equator, and 100 degrees of longitude are shown. The white crosses
show the location of local brighmess minimum cloud features identified by the automatic
feature tracker, and black crosses show the location of local brightness maximum cloud
features.
Figure 2. Brightness scans through a local brightness maximum cloud feature (located just to
the left of zero pixels). Ten data numbers (DN) corresponds to an albedo difference of
approximately 2%. Time increases from top to bottom covering a total of eight hours. Eight
pixels equal one degree or 107 kin.
Figure 3. Autocorrelation of a region centered on a typical cloud feature identified by the
automatic featme tracker. The distance from one correlation peak to another provides an
estimate for the distance between features of similar albedo (local brightness maximum or
local brightness minimum). A distance of about 40 pixels (500 kin) is indicated.
Figure 4. Averaged profile of all local brightness maximum and local brightness minimum
cloud features identified by the automatic feature tracker. Local brightness maximum and
local brightness minimum features have similar albedo amplitudes and similar profiles. There
is also a tendency for contrasting material to surround identified cloud features.
Figure 5. Contour plots of a fit to the wind-velocity obtained from the automatic feature
tracker to the five lowest spherical harmonics. The zonal wind fit (Fig..Sa) is nearly fiat
giving weak jets at mid-latitudes. There also appears to be some divergence from a spot just
north of the equator and in the afternoon. The meridional wind fit (Fig. 5b) shows poleward
flow.
Figure 6. Paths of local brightness maximum (Fig. 6a) and local brightness minimum (Fig.
6b) cloud features found in three or more consecutive image pairs. The points indicate the
position of the feature in the earlier of the images in the image pair. All cloud features move
poleward and to the west.
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Figure 7a. As in Fig. 6 except that the spherical harmonic fit shown in Fig. 5 has been
removed to accentuate non-global motions. Only local brightness maximum cloud features
are shown. Local brightness minimum cloud features display similar behavior.
Figure 7b. A small area near the equator (i.ndieated by a box in Fig. 7a) is enlarged to show
detail. No organized motions are observed.
Figure 8. Correlation coefficient as a function of time separation between images in an image
pair. Each line represents the correlation coefficient for a region surrounding a particular
cloud feature identified by the automatic feature Wacher. The initial drop in the correlation
coefficient is caused by digitization error, while the gradual decrease is caused by
deformation. The rate of decrease in the correlation coefficient is the same for local brighmess
maxima and local brightness minima cloud features.
Figure 9. Solar heating rates in the Venus atmosphere for different profiles of ultraviolet
absorber. This figure is from Crisp (1986). The long dashed profile is fora bright uv region
and the short dashed profile for a dark one. The solid profile is Crisp's estimate of a global
mean. The dotted profile is for an extreme case with the uv absorption placed low.
Figure 10. Regime Diagram.
Figure 11. Linear results. Top: Profiles of vertical velocity amplitude as functions of height.
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